AUTOMATED APPOINTMENT CONFIRMATION AND RECALL REMINDER SYSTEM

Give Patients What They Are Asking For
Save Staff Time and Boost Your Income
Almost every patient has a smart phone in their pocket
or purse. Many patients are asking receptionists
to receive their appointment confirmations, recall
reminders, or statements electronically by email or text.

Now you can with MaxiReminder!
In one click, send personalized reminders to your patients.
As they receive the confirmation, they “click to accept” and
the color status in your Maxident scheduler is updated
automatically. At a glance, you know which patients have
confirmed via email without making one phone call!
If you would like to text your patients their appointment
reminder, they can reply to the text if they would like!
Automatically, the appointment color status gets updated
in your appointment scheduler! This is the advantage of a
fully integrated appointment confirmation system!
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Send Patient Statements
via Email and Save!
Cut administrative and postage costs
by electronically automating patient
statements and send them electronically
using MaxiReminder. No more labor costs
to print, stuff, mail statements or buy
supplies. Also, cut out ever increasing
postage costs! MaxiReminder Statements
is a real time and cost saver!

To learn more, call 1.800.663.7199
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Boost Income and Ensure Optimal
Dental Health by Automating Recalls
Optimize efficiency, increase
productivity and communicate
pro-actively with patients.
Maxident’s exclusive Never
Lose A Patient™ Recall and
Appointment System is fully

integrated to MaxiReminder to
automate the recall reminder
system. Use MaxiReminder
automation to ensure recalls
get booked and are kept up to
date.

Keep Your Chair Full and
Reduce No Shows

Brand Your Practice

Ready to send Reminders
Check Online for Email Confirmations
and SMS Delivery Statuses

Send Appointment Reminders

Usage Report

A Real Time Saver

Your staff will be able to do more for
your practice than taking several
hours daily to make appointment
confirmation calls, send out recall
reminders, or send out patient
statements manually. Your staff
save time and you save cost.

At any point in the day, you know
which patients have confirmed
electronically. Those that still require
a phone call, or have not responded
to an automated reminder will get
a call. Therefore, you will have the
control to keep your chair full and
reduce no shows.

To learn more, call 1.800.663.7199

Add your practice colors, or logos, tag
lines or promotions with ease! You
can add a MaxiReminder template
to keep your branding consistent.
Ask us how!
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